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WHY



WHY SDG LEARNCAST?

Engage and Retain: Original, engaging content to keep
platform users invested and drive traffic to partner's sites.

Partner-Driven Content: Featuring experts from our UN
SDG:Learn partners to enrich our content offerings.

Bridging Knowledge Gaps: Spotlighting underrepresented
topics like learning in crisis zones, balancing biodiversity and
food production, and knowledge brokering, among others.



WHY SDG LEARNCAST?

Expanding Outreach: Promoting the platform through
popular podcast apps such as Google Podcasts, Spotify,
Apple Podcasts, etc.

Digestible Learning: Offering bite-sized content in under
20 minutes to pique audience interest.

Course Promotion: Encouraging users to explore over 500
courses and microlearning materials on our platform.
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WHAT'S NEXT



FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Diversified Topics: Exploring a wider range of sustainable
development topics can engage a broader audience. 

Micro-courses: Podcast episodes can be designed as
stand-alone "micro-courses," each covering a different
aspect of sustainable development. This includes creating
"explainer" audio content can help listeners understand
complex concepts in a simple, engaging format.

Interactive Content: Through interactive audio like quizzes
or Q&A sessions, along with consistent inclusion of listener
feedback, we aim to elevate audience interaction and
content relevance.



OUR ASK

Partnerships: We openly invite
organizations, academic institutions,
and thought-leaders aligned with our
mission to partner with us. Through
collaborations, we can bring a variety of
expert voices to our audience, diversify
our content, and broaden our impact.
Partners can contribute through guest
appearances, content creation, and
sharing of resources.

Funding Opportunities: To maintain
and grow the quality and reach of the
SDG Learncast, we welcome financial
support. Funding can help us expand
our team, invest in better recording and
editing equipment, and increase our
marketing efforts. 

Tuning into Sustainable
Development Learning



www.unsdglearn.org
joint.secretariat@unsdglearn.org

http://www.linkedin.com/company/unssc
https://www.facebook.com/UNSSC
http://www.twitter.com/unssc

